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                    “Social media satiates our appetite for moral disgust and tribal conflict” 

Follow me on Twitter!                
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        				If @Sarah_Katilyn is in, I'm in. Let's make someone's Christmas very merry.
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        				I would expect someone committed to 'truth' to have a better grasp of how governments finance themselves. 

'We are near that inflection point': Billionaire Ray Dalio warns that America is now 'borrowing money to pay debt service'   via @YahooFinance

						
        
'We are near that inflection point': Billionaire Ray Dalio warns that America is now 'borrowing...
He added that America’s many internal conflicts aren't helping.
finance.yahoo.com
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        				Which Ralph Wiggum gif are you today? 
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        				Don't quit your day job, David Tepper
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        				Top 10 Charlie Munger quotes:



1. "Spend each day trying to be a little wiser than you were when you woke up."



2. "The best thing a human being can do is to help another human being know more."



3. "It is remarkable how much long-term advantage people like us have gotten by…
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        				✍️ Maverick Charts - Macro & More - November 2023 Edition #13, by @Maverick_Equity https://open.substack.com/pub/maverickequityresearch/p/maverick-charts-macro-and-more-november?r=oci&utm_campaign=post&utm_medium=email
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